HOW TO BE A SUPERHERO

What if the very things we get teased for can actually make us STRONGER?

May 18-22, 2020
Lakireddy Auditorium at UC Merced
Performances: 9:30am & 10:45am - Daily
FOR STUDENTS Preschool-3rd Grade

Delaney, Will, and Maddie, charter members of the Nerd Club, are our last remaining hope to defeat the evil Dream Snatcher who snatches objects that represent peoples dreams and feeds them into his diabolical Mash Box where they are pulverized into Gray Spray. One puff of Gray Spray and dreams are gone forever.

It would take Superhero strength to defeat the Dream Snatcher but the Nerd Club is equipped with only their rather geeky skills and some kitchen gadgets left behind in an abandoned diner. Will they thwart the Dream Snatcher’s evil plans or will their dreams turn into Gray Spray?

UC Merced Children’s Opera is made possible with support from Office of the Chancellor, UC Merced Center for Humanities, Arts UC Merced Presents, Merced County Office of Education, Merced County Education Foundation and the Betty Scalice Foundation

Link to Register

For more information please events@mcoe.org